For a general purpose face rccognition system one of the largest challenge is to separate useful identity related from uscless variations in thc imagc data due to nuisance variablcs such as: orientation, lighting, cxpression, possiblc disguise. A recognition systcm is presentcd in which the effect of the sccondaryinuisance variables is to a large degrce accountcd for beforc the matching process cven bcgins. Greatly improved performance is shown on a large database of faccs in 42 conditions.
INTRODUCTION
Compared with other biometrics used in recognition systems such as fingerprint or iris, facc recognition lags far behind in performance. The reason for the large discrepancy directly relatos to thc numbcr of primary and secondary variables that these systems have to deal with. Typically in a face recognition systcm the input face images can be expressed in the following form: I = f ( i , 0,1, e, 4
(1) wherc a face image I is expressed as a function of i =identity, o =orientation (including tilt, pose, slant, inclination variations), I =lighting, e =expression, d =disguise (possible glasses, sunglasses, hat, hairstyle change etc.). From all these variables only identity provides useful variation for a face recognition system the rest can be considered useless noise. In a much more controlled environment for fingerprint and iris recognition the effect of useless secondary variables can be significantly reduced or almost eliminated. Face recognition promises the least intrusive way to collect biometric data, hut it can only be successful if the impact of the useless secondary variables can be reduced in the recognition process. The purpose of the cnrrent study is to provide a way for separating useful variations caused by the single primary variable (identity) from useless variations caused by all the other secondary variables.
FACE REPRESENTATION
We rcprescnt facc images as convolution values with a set of multiscale and multiorientation Gabor kernels at multiple charactcristic locations on the face (e.g. comcr of the mouth, tip o f thc nose as shown on Figiirc 1) [2] . A univariate analysis of variance was applied to the Gabor wavelet representation of 1414 Asian face images (101 individuals X 14 conditions) to derive the discriminative power of all wavelets individually for the recognition of these faces.
where xrepresents a kernel's activation value, Y; and F are average activation values for individual i and for all images respectively, n, expresses the number of face images in group i (always 14 in our case) and g refers to the number of groups (10 1 in the above example).
After the analysis all 1920 Gabor wavelets (48 locations X 8 orientations X 5 scales) in the representation 0-7803-8554-3/04/$20.00 02004 IEEE.
were ranked according to their discriminative power. The result of thc ANOVA showed that the forehead and the eye regions were quitc important. The region betwecn the nosc and mouth also secmed to bc rather informative ( Figure 2 ). The different frequcncy channels overall seemcd to havc equal importance. The rangc of the F values was about onc magnitude. The highest F value was F(100,1313) = 25 and the lowest was F(100,1313) = 1.5. The reader is rcfcrred to [I] for morc details on the analysis. To limit the dimcnsionality only thc top 150 bcst discriminating kernels were used in the further analyscs. 
SEPARATING IMAGE VARIATION
As noted earlier the great difficulty in tying to recognize faces in many different conditions is that most of the variance in the data could usually be attributed to the conditions themselves and possibly only a relatively small portion of it represents individual variations. If there was a way to eliminate or at least limit the effect of conditional changes even before the matching process starts that could significantly increase the chances of correct recognition.
In this scenario when a test image is presented to the system first the conditions under which this image was taken would be dctccted. This is achicvcd by modeling the possiblc changes that could be introduced to faces in various conditions (e.g., it would be modeled how the representation would changc if the facc would be rotated from frontal to 30 degrees to the left). For purposes of matching the size of the face database could still bc kcpt minimal with only one frontal image of every person being stored with neutral cxpression and normal lighting. The critical part is the modeling of how the representation of a facc would change in various conditions. Once the dcnsity of a conditional changc is correctly estimated then the rest of the variation would account for changes in,idcntity. 
"
S' =-Sum((A: -Z)(A: -2)') (4)
When a test image is presented first the difference vectors are calculated between this image and all frontal gallery images in the database:
Then the closest c condition is derived for our test image via finding the best match between r a n d A' :
With this the first part o f the recognition task is completed by accounting for the nuisance/secondaty variable(s). Now we can focus on the recognition task itself based on the primaty variable: identity. Once the appropriate c condition is chosen for our r' differences then the Mahalanobis distance is applied to calculate the distance between r' and the A' difference vectors:
Next we sum up all the distances from the estimated A'
target vectors:
Thc minimum of these summed difference values is the found match, the only same person difference in the database, since all the other differences arc higher due to the additional variation caused by differences in identity:
where P is thc total set of images in the database and y is the found match in that database. Notc that ifthc minimum of the Dj values is not sufficiently small, it is abovc a predetermined threshold valuc, then there is no found match for the test image. Moghaddam and Pentland describes a similar method of density estimation except that they had to deal with reducing the dimensionality of their PCA representation 
RESULTS
The pcrformance of three recognition systcms: our separation mcthod based one, that of the baseline Gabor filtcr based model [2] , and that of a PCA bascd model using cigcnfaces was compared (Tablc I). The rcsults indicate that out of the 42 tested conditions on faces in the testing set performance improved by using the variance scparation method in 33 conditions; it was equal to the original baselinc performancc in 1 conditions; and it was worse in 8 conditions. Performancc of the scparation method was better that of PCA in all but one condition.
Overall our method's performance was more than twice as good as that of thc PCA bascd eigenface mcthod developed at MIT. Although for some of thc conditions wcrc the baseline mcthod performcd very well (100% or close) the scparation method was not ablc to improve or even achieve the same results, in most cases very significant improvement was dcmonstrated. All across the 42 conditions rccognition performance has improved by over 30% on avcragc compared with the basclinc Gabor filter based model. Also note that this improvement over the baseline model was achieved with over a magnitude decrease in data (1 50 kernel values werc used instead of 1920). These results dcmonstrate that if the condition of a test face image (orientation, expression, illumination) compared to a normal, frontal view can be estimatcd, then the variance separation method can achieve significant improvements in performance.
The two histograms on Figure 3 show that if the condition of a test face is correctly estimated then the diffcrcnce of a test face from its frontal match in the database produces a much tighter and closer to 0 distribution (lei7 side of Figure 3 ) on the 150 kernel activation values than the difference between that face and all other individuals in the database (right side of Figure   3 ). Essentially what happened by taking care of the nuisanceisecondary variables was that the variance on the primary variable became much more visible and useful for recognition. Differences due to identity are much more emphasized now. It is also worth mentioning that out of the 150 kemels in the analysis there was not one for which the difference between different person images on average was less then that between two pictures of the same person. Altogether for all 150 kemels the total deviation of same person scores was 198, whereas the same number for different person deviations was 898. This means that on average the different person score was. close to four times larger then the same person score. These findings provide further evidence for the usefulness of the variation separation method. Values are presented aftcr variation caused by sccondaryinuisance variables is acconntcd for.
CONCLUSIONS
Face recognition can only bc successful if thc image variation caused by the nuisanccisecondary variablcs (orientation, illumination, expression, disguisc) can be separated from the only useful variation for recognition: that of identity. We describcd a two step procedure for the rccognition of faces in which first the conditions under which pictures were taken arc estimated. Once the found conditional variation caused by nuisance variables is accounted for a much better recognition performance can bc achieved. One future direction is building a better model for the secondaly variables which would include their possible interactions.
